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PublicService Commission <psc@utah.gov>

IRP Public Comment, Docket #23-035-10
1 message

Kurt Daugherty <parkcitysound@gmail.com> Wed, Oct 18, 2023 at 3:13 PM
To: PSC@utah.gov

Dear Commissioners,
 
  Please withhold your approval of PacifiCorp’s 2023 Integrated Resource Plan and require the corporation to
make changes that serve the best interests of Rocky Mountain Power customers and Utah taxpayers. 
 
  RMP-PacifiCorp resource choices continue to needlessly drive climate change and impose an array of
associated impact costs on my family and community.  The 2023 IRP relies too heavily on fossil fuels when clean
renewable energy resources are available.  A legitimate IRP would acknowledge the full range of climate change
impacts linked to RMP-PacifiCorp’s coal and methane [natural gas] burners.
 
  Please require the corporation to take the following IRP-related actions:
 
~ Integrate all costs and resource items of PSC dockets #23-035-27, #23-035-30, and #23-035-40 into the 2023
IRP docket, #23-035-10.
 
~ Identify, and incorporate into the IRP docket for resource vetting, all other costs associated with RMP-
PacifiCorp’s combustion of fossil fuels for electricity generation.
 
~ Reactivate the suspended RFP process for procuring solar, wind, and storage resources.
 
~ Prepare a supplemental IRP document that includes the newly incorporated information and actions requested
here, and that reevaluates the corporation’s preferred energy resource portfolio.
 
  Thank you.   
Kurt Daugherty
parkcitysound@gmail.com

mailto:parkcitysound@gmail.com
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PublicService Commission <psc@utah.gov>

IRP Public Comment, Docket 23-035-10
1 message

Dave and Cheryl <daveandcheryl2010@gmail.com> Wed, Oct 18, 2023 at 3:19 PM
To: PSC@utah.gov

 
Dear Commissioners,
 
  Please withhold your approval of PacifiCorp’s 2023 Integrated Resource Plan and require the corporation to
make changes that serve the best interests of Rocky Mountain Power customers and Utah taxpayers. 
 
  RMP-PacifiCorp resource choices continue to needlessly drive climate change and impose an array of
associated impact costs on my family and community.  The 2023 IRP relies too heavily on fossil fuels when clean
renewable energy resources are available.  A legitimate IRP would acknowledge the full range of climate change
impacts linked to RMP-PacifiCorp’s coal and methane [natural gas] burners.
 
  Please require the corporation to take the following IRP-related actions:
 
~ Integrate all costs and resource items of PSC dockets #23-035-27, #23-035-30, and #23-035-40 into the 2023
IRP docket, #23-035-10.
 
~ Identify, and incorporate into the IRP docket for resource vetting, all other costs associated with RMP-
PacifiCorp’s combustion of fossil fuels for electricity generation.
 
~ Reactivate the suspended RFP process for procuring solar, wind, and storage resources.
 
~ Prepare a supplemental IRP document that includes the newly incorporated information and actions requested
here, and that reevaluates the corporation’s preferred energy resource portfolio.
 
  Thank you.   

Cheryl Olson and David Hardy
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PublicService Commission <psc@utah.gov>

Stop the Coal
1 message

Sean Railton <sean@homesparkcity.com> Wed, Oct 18, 2023 at 3:26 PM
To: "PSC@utah.gov" <PSC@utah.gov>

Dear Commissioners,
 
  Please withhold your approval of PacifiCorp’s 2023 Integrated Resource Plan and require the corporation to
make changes that serve the best interests of Rocky Mountain Power customers and Utah taxpayers. 
 
  RMP-PacifiCorp resource choices continue to needlessly drive climate change and impose an array of
associated impact costs on my family and community.  The 2023 IRP relies too heavily on fossil fuels when clean
renewable energy resources are available.  A legitimate IRP would acknowledge the full range of climate change
impacts linked to RMP-PacifiCorp’s coal and methane [natural gas] burners.
 
  Please require the corporation to take the following IRP-related actions:
 
~ Integrate all costs and resource items of PSC dockets #23-035-27, #23-035-30, and #23-035-40 into the 2023
IRP docket, #23-035-10.
 
~ Identify, and incorporate into the IRP docket for resource vetting, all other costs associated with RMP-
PacifiCorp’s combustion of fossil fuels for electricity generation.
 
~ Reactivate the suspended RFP process for procuring solar, wind, and storage resources.
 
~ Prepare a supplemental IRP document that includes the newly incorporated information and actions requested
here, and that reevaluates the corporation’s preferred energy resource portfolio.
 
  Thank you.   
 

Sean Railton
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PublicService Commission <psc@utah.gov>

Rocky Mountain Power's IRP
1 message

Mark D Larsen <mark.larsen@casteyanqui.com> Wed, Oct 18, 2023 at 3:39 PM
To: PSC@utah.gov

Commissioners:

I am writing to strongly request that you reject RMP’s Integrated Resource Plan. Indeed, the utility has attempted to
obfuscate how harmful its proposal is by separating the issues into separate dockets.

Consequently, the PSC needs to integrate all costs and resource items of PSC dockets #23-035-27, #23-035-30, and
#23-035-40 into the 2023 IRP docket, #23-035-10.

Make no mistake: we are in an escalating climate crisis and can no longer allow utilities like RMP to continue to burn fossil
fuels. You serve as our PUBLIC Services Commission, not a corporate services commission, and always need to make
your decisions based upon what is in the best interest of citizens —not executives, board members, or stock holders.

To be quite frank, if I were in your shoes, I would encourage our state leaders to turn RMP into a public utility, like the
Tennessee Valley Authority. After decades of hoping RMP would wake up to our climate emergency, we can no longer
afford to let them put a higher priority on profit over people and planet. Enough is enough!

Sincerely,

Mark D Larsen
Ivins, Utah
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PublicService Commission <psc@utah.gov>

IRP Public Comment, Docket #23-035-10
1 message

Carolyn Chase <carolyn.r.chase@gmail.com> Wed, Oct 18, 2023 at 4:01 PM
To: PSC@utah.gov

Dear Commissioners,
 
  Please withhold your approval of PacifiCorp’s 2023 Integrated Resource Plan and require the corporation to
make changes that serve the best interests of Rocky Mountain Power customers and Utah taxpayers. 
 
  RMP-PacifiCorp resource choices continue to needlessly drive climate change and impose an array of
associated impact costs on my family and community.  The 2023 IRP relies too heavily on fossil fuels when clean
renewable energy resources are available.  A legitimate IRP would acknowledge the full range of climate change
impacts linked to RMP-PacifiCorp’s coal and methane [natural gas] burners.
 
  Please require the corporation to take the following IRP-related actions:
 
~ Integrate all costs and resource items of PSC dockets #23-035-27, #23-035-30, and #23-035-40 into the 2023
IRP docket, #23-035-10.
 
~ Identify, and incorporate into the IRP docket for resource vetting, all other costs associated with RMP-
PacifiCorp’s combustion of fossil fuels for electricity generation.
 
~ Reactivate the suspended RFP process for procuring solar, wind, and storage resources.
 
~ Prepare a supplemental IRP document that includes the newly incorporated information and actions requested
here, and that reevaluates the corporation’s preferred energy resource portfolio.
 
Thank you.   
Carolyn

crchase@postlharvard.edu

mailto:crchase@postlharvard.edu
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PublicService Commission <psc@utah.gov>

pacific corps proposed resource plan
1 message

JAMES VINEY <jamesviney@comcast.net> Wed, Oct 18, 2023 at 4:46 PM
To: "PSC@utah.gov" <PSC@utah.gov>

Dear Commissioners,
 
  Please withhold your approval of PacifiCorp’s 2023 Integrated Resource Plan and require the corporation to
make changes that serve the best interests of Rocky Mountain Power customers and Utah taxpayers. 
 
  RMP-PacifiCorp resource choices continue to needlessly drive climate change and impose an array of
associated impact costs on my family and community.  The 2023 IRP relies too heavily on fossil fuels when clean
renewable energy resources are available.  A legitimate IRP would acknowledge the full range of climate change
impacts linked to RMP-PacifiCorp’s coal and methane [natural gas] burners.
 
  Please require the corporation to take the following IRP-related actions:
 
~ Integrate all costs and resource items of PSC dockets #23-035-27, #23-035-30, and #23-035-40 into the 2023
IRP docket, #23-035-10.
 
~ Identify, and incorporate into the IRP docket for resource vetting, all other costs associated with RMP-
PacifiCorp’s combustion of fossil fuels for electricity generation.
 
~ Reactivate the suspended RFP process for procuring solar, wind, and storage resources.
 
~ Prepare a supplemental IRP document that includes the newly incorporated information and actions requested
here, and that reevaluates the corporation’s preferred energy resource portfolio.
 
  Thank you.   
James Viney
900 Donner Way
slc Utah 84108
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PublicService Commission <psc@utah.gov>

Public Comment for Docket 23-035-10
1 message

Jay Jordan <davis.daddy@gmail.com> Wed, Oct 18, 2023 at 4:47 PM
To: psc@utah.gov

Dear Commissioners,
 
  Please withhold your approval of PacifiCorp’s 2023 Integrated Resource Plan and require the corporation to make
changes that serve the best interests of Rocky Mountain Power customers and Utah taxpayers. 
 
  RMP-PacifiCorp resource choices continue to needlessly drive climate change and impose an array of associated
impact costs on my family and community.  The 2023 IRP relies too heavily on fossil fuels when clean renewable energy
resources are available.  A legitimate IRP would acknowledge the full range of climate change impacts linked to RMP-
PacifiCorp’s coal and methane [natural gas] burners.
 
  Please require the corporation to take the following IRP-related actions:
 
~ Integrate all costs and resource items of PSC dockets #23-035-27, #23-035-30, and #23-035-40 into the 2023 IRP
docket, #23-035-10.
 
~ Identify, and incorporate into the IRP docket for resource vetting, all other costs associated with RMP-PacifiCorp’s
combustion of fossil fuels for electricity generation.
 
~ Reactivate the suspended RFP process for procuring solar, wind, and storage resources.
 
~ Prepare a supplemental IRP document that includes the newly incorporated information and actions requested here,
and that reevaluates the corporation’s preferred energy resource portfolio.
 
  Thank you,

---
Jay Jordan (personal account)
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PublicService Commission <psc@utah.gov>

Reject Rocky Mount Power's IRP, Docket #23-035-10
1 message

Gerrit van Langeveld <gcvanlan@gmail.com> Wed, Oct 18, 2023 at 4:48 PM
To: PSC@utah.gov

Dear Commissioners,

  Please reject PacifiCorp’s 2023 Integrated Resource Plan and require the corporation to make changes that serve the best interests of
Rocky Mountain Power customers and Utah taxpayers. 
 
  RMP-PacifiCorp's choice to continue burning coal threatens our way of life.  This is the time to be moving away from coal, but their
2023 IRP relies too heavily on fossil fuels when clean renewable energy resources are available.  A legitimate IRP would acknowledge
the full range of climate change impacts linked to RMP-PacifiCorp’s coal and methane [natural gas] burners.
 
  Please require the corporation to take the following IRP-related actions:
 
~ Integrate all costs and resource items of PSC dockets #23-035-27, #23-035-30, and #23-035-40 into the 2023 IRP docket, #23-035-
10.
 
~ Identify, and incorporate into the IRP docket for resource vetting, all other costs associated with RMP-PacifiCorp’s combustion of
fossil fuels for electricity generation.
 
~ Reactivate the suspended RFP process for procuring solar, wind, and storage resources.
 
~ Prepare a supplemental IRP document that includes the newly incorporated information and actions requested here, and that
reevaluates the corporation’s preferred energy resource portfolio.
 
 Sincerely,

Gerrit van Langeveld
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PublicService Commission <psc@utah.gov>

PG&E
1 message

Katherine Canada <kcanada@mac.com> Wed, Oct 18, 2023 at 4:59 PM
To: PSC@utah.gov

 Dear Commissioners,
 
  Please withhold your approval of PacifiCorp’s 2023 Integrated Resource Plan and require the corporation to
make changes that serve the best interests of Rocky Mountain Power customers and Utah taxpayers. 
 
  RMP-PacifiCorp resource choices continue to needlessly drive climate change and impose an array of
associated impact costs on my family and community.  The 2023 IRP relies too heavily on fossil fuels when clean
renewable energy resources are available.  A legitimate IRP would acknowledge the full range of climate change
impacts linked to RMP-PacifiCorp’s coal and methane [natural gas] burners.
 
  Please require the corporation to take the following IRP-related actions:
 
~ Integrate all costs and resource items of PSC dockets #23-035-27, #23-035-30, and #23-035-40into the 2023
IRP docket, #23-035-10.
 
~ Identify, and incorporate into the IRP docket for resource vetting, all other costs associated with RMP-
PacifiCorp’s combustion of fossil fuels for electricity generation.
 
~ Reactivate the suspended RFP process for procuring solar, wind, and storage resources.
 
~ Prepare a supplemental IRP document that includes the newly incorporated information and actions requested
here, and that reevaluates the corporation’s preferred energy resource portfolio.
 
  Thank you.   
Kathy Canada
Cedar City, Utah
 

Sent from my iPad
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PublicService Commission <psc@utah.gov>

Please withhold your approval of PacifiCorp’s 2023 Integrated Resource Plan
1 message

Denise Payne <denisemarieannecarey@gmail.com> Wed, Oct 18, 2023 at 5:00 PM
To: PSC@utah.gov

Dear Commissioners,
 
  Please withhold your approval of PacifiCorp’s 2023 Integrated Resource Plan and require the
corporation to make changes that serve the best interests of Rocky Mountain Power customers
and Utah taxpayers. 
 
  RMP-PacifiCorp resource choices continue to needlessly drive climate change and impose an
array of associated impact costs on my family and community.  The 2023 IRP relies too heavily on
fossil fuels when clean renewable energy resources are available.  A legitimate IRP would
acknowledge the full range of climate change impacts linked to RMP-PacifiCorp’s coal and
methane [natural gas] burners.
 
  Please require the corporation to take the following IRP-related actions:
 
~ Integrate all costs and resource items of PSC dockets #23-035-27, #23-035-30, and #23-035-40
into the 2023 IRP docket, #23-035-10.
 
~ Identify, and incorporate into the IRP docket for resource vetting, all other costs associated with
RMP-PacifiCorp’s combustion of fossil fuels for electricity generation.
 
~ Reactivate the suspended RFP process for procuring solar, wind, and storage resources.
 
~ Prepare a supplemental IRP document that includes the newly incorporated information and
actions requested here, and that reevaluates the corporation’s preferred energy resource portfolio.
 
  Thank you.   

Have an awesome day.......
Denise Payne
Salt Lake City resident
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